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Virtual Reality
Wellbeing

Oculus Quest 2 - Mobile VR
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Virtual Reality
Wellbeing

Spirit VR
MINDFUL, CONFIDENCE, SENSORY
The team at SpiritVR.co.uk have built a suite of

BE AN EARLY SUBSCRIBER
TO RECEIVE A FREE 6 WEEK
TRIAL FOLLOWED BY A
DISCOUNTED
SUBSCRIPTION.

VR experiences designed to tackle many of
society's issues. Working with experts in the
mental health, wellbeing, and academic
industries to bring tailored episodes designed
to impact as many lives as we can.
SpiritVR.co.uk is packed with immersive

SUBMIT YOUR OWN VR
IDEA ON THE WEBSITE TO
WORK WITH US.

SIGN UP TO RECEIVE
UPDATES.

experiences and interactive environments.
WWW.SPIRITVR.CO.UK
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Mindful Experiences
We all need to take time to de-stress

Explore exciting and immersive vistas

and clear our minds. Immerse yourself

and soundtracks whilst practicing

in the 360 degree sights and sounds of

mindfulness exercises.

another World. Follow along with

Visit a tranquil, traditional Japanese

guided meditation and breathing until

village and listen to the trickling

you feel refreshed and ready to face

waterfall and watch the butterflies

the world.

flutter. Or transport yourself to a
beautiful, calming woodland clearing

"The VR is great! The children
really respond to the
mindfulness software and it
seems to calm them down whilst
capturing their imagination."
Mrs Muise - Grove Street

where you can hear the crackling fire
and chirping birds.

Primary School
Practice calming breathing exercises in
multiple magical locations, aided by
audio and visual cues.
4,4,4 - Box Breathing
4,7,8 - Relaxing Breath techniques)
Interactive Rainbow Breathing

Shut out any outside World distractions
by focusing on the new World you are
in with guided audio and 360 degree
visuals and sounds.
COMING SOON:
6-STEP MINDFUL JOURNEYS
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Confidence Building
Even the most confident amongst us
usually have reservations when it

There are also buttons that start/stop
a timer, so you can practice at your

comes to public speaking. Others

own pace.

struggle conversing with large groups

These short, immersive experiences

of people.

allow users to build their confidence, at

Build up your courage by presenting to

their convenience, without needing to

virtual audiences and interacting with

practice in front of real people, which

different characters in a variety of

usually is the most intimidating part.

scenarios. Become a confident speaker
by training in our presentation
simulations.

"An incredible piece of
technology that will make an
excellent contribution towards
people's recovery"
Keiran Murphy - The Martin
Gallier Project

Select from an informal classroom or a
large lecture hall environment.
Customise the experience at any point
by choosing the audience size,
background noise and whether to
show/hide the presentation slides.

COMING SOON:
OPTIONS TO IMPORT YOUR OWN
PRESENTATION SLIDES
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Sensory Rooms
Our sensory experiences have been

Play with magic wands that emit

designed to cater for a diverse

bubbles, lasers, sparks and fire.

audience. Choose from:

Test your reactions on the button

Sensory Seeker & Sensory Avoider.

pressing speed game.

Choose between two jam-packed
sensory rooms filled with with
interactive lights, sound walls, vibration
walls, and 3D videos.
Curate your own firework show by
pressing buttons that fire realistic
fireworks into the sky.

For a more relaxing experience, travel
to an underwater paradise. Sit calmly
and patiently and see the beautiful
schools of fish swim around you.
Hold out your hands and stay as still as
Turn on bubble machines that fill the

you can. The calmer you are, the closer

room with beautiful bubbles.

the fish will come. Don't move too

Grab hold of wheels and turn them to

much or you'll scare them away!

move model train sets and space ships.
Interact with virtual musical
instruments.
View the planets of the Solar System in
front of you and interact with a realistic
orrery (Solar System) at the turn of a
wheel.
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Software
Single License:

£1500 +VAT

(p/a)

Additional Licences:

£900+VAT

All licences include email and phone support and any new experience
updates to the software.
Contact us to take part in the early access school trials and receive a
discount in the upcoming academic year's subscription.

Hardware
Oculus Quest 2 Headset: (Headset, two controllers + charger)
Separate Carry Case

£350

Meet The Team
Scenegraph Studios has built a
team of extraordinary creatives.
From programmers,

Contact the team for a demo
visit today.

videographers, content creators,
audio engineers, and designers.
We specialise in all things 3D,
from augmented reality (AR),
virtual reality (VR), 3D websites,
games and scanning.
See more of our projects at
www.scenegraphstudios.com

07734 046001
info@scenegraphstudios.com
Start-Yard, POD7, 108 Church
Street, CH41 5EQ

Scenegraph Studios
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Coming Soon - A Mindful Journey
We are partnering with Suzanne McNee, a Mindful Coach
from Balanced Horizons to create a 6 week, interactive
VR course. This will welcome users to start their
mindfulness journey, learning and putting into practice a
variety of mindful techniques for everyday life.
The experience will start by slowly introducing basic mindful techniques, and will
build up to more advanced practices as the course progresses. We will be
employing artificial intelligence to track the user's current breathing rate, so that
it can be carefully modified in order to relax and calm the user.
The experience will privately track the user's mental state by utilising the WHO-5
form, used by the NHS to track patient anxiety.
To make the VR journey more personal, we are giving the users the tools to select
their favourite colours, sounds, locations, voiceovers and much more!

Meet The Partners
The Scenegraph Studios team are currently exploring the world of mental health,
mindfulness, confidence building and sensory needs by collaborating with some
amazing experts in their respective fields. Some of our partners are listed below:
Upton Hall School FCJ have been integral to the
development direction of the confidence building and
mindful experiences, providing positive feedback and
suggestions in all areas.

We have also partnered with Liverpool John Moores
University's Psychology department to help collect
meaningful data and analyse the results. We will use this
data to measure the effectiveness of the application and
drive the development of new experiences within it.

